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The Petri Dish

Somatic Praxis, Embryology, Becoming in Marie
Chouinard’s The Rite of Spring

Hilary Bryan

This is a biological ballet. It is not only the dance of the most primitive
man; it is also the dance before man...It is spring seen from its interior,
spring in its straining, its spasms, its dividing. We feel as if we were
witnessing a drama under the microscope...the division of birth . . .
great swirling accumulations of protoplasm; germinating masses;
zones, circles, placentae...We witness...all the fortuitous vortices
through which matter slowly lifts itself to life. ( Jacques Rivière, on
Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring.)

There’s no sacrifice of a girl. It’s more like a petri dish with pulsations
of life. You don’t know how it’s going to be; you cannot predict the
outcome of this life growing in the petri dish. It’s like you are looking
in Marie’s microscope of things, seeing how molecules become some-
thing else. It’s the same with new dancers. If you can predict the out-
come it’s not scientific discovery. Within the world of her world each
dancer finds ownership. ( Ami Shulman, on Chouinard’s Rite of Spring.)

The famous riot at The Rite of Spring’s 1913 premiere in Paris, together
with the enigmatic disappearance of the work’s revolutionary choreogra-
phy1 and the enduring success of its musical score, have inspired hun-
dreds of reinventions, many of which explore themes of community, fer-
tility, sexual violence, death, and renewal. The work’s originators were
imagining a prehistoric ritual in which a young girl dances herself to
death before the village elders in sacrificial offering to the ancient Slavon-
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ic sun god, Yarilo (Garafola 66), thus effecting a renewal of her commu-
nity. Elsewhere in Europe, movement artist and somatic pioneer Rudolf
Laban was also sourcing ancient movement practices and developing his
own contemporary rituals for community renewal as a response to the
upheaval and isolation associated with rapid urbanization and other so-
cial trends in Europe at that time.

Canadian choreographer Marie Chouinard’s 1993 reinvention of The
Rite of Spring reaches back even further than prehistory, to the presentient
origins of life itself. Her movement research in service of this inquiry, and
that of her dancers, is rooted in somatic praxis that can be traced back not
only to the lost work of 1913 which they reimagine, but also to Rudolf
Laban’s somatic movement research through that of his student Irmgard
Bartenieff and her student Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen. Chouinard’s The
Rite of Spring reaches through the somatic complexity of the Ballets
Russes’ imagined “prehistory” for the early twentieth century,2 in her
investigation of the “presentient,” allowing us to consider the subtle im-
plications of the Ballets Russes’ earlier “reaching back” while developing
a provocative twenty-first-century parallel. The Ballets Russes collabora-
tors were reaching back in time and imagined bodily experience to com-
ment on early twentieth-century life. Eighty years later, Chouinard reach-
es back through the gap left by that lost choreography and its imagined
prehistory, to the presentient.

Vaslav Nijinsky, hailed by Lincoln Kirstein as “the real founder of
modern dance” (Driver 1), choreographed The Ballets Russes’ original
imagined ritual sacrifice of a young woman by her community in an
offering to the sun. By imagining for this prehistoric community a move-
ment vocabulary based on flat-footed heavy stomping, internally rotated
limbs, and hunched postures, Nijinsky makes “the most revolutionary
break from classical dance vocabulary ever initiated by a classically
trained dancer” (Scheijen 250). He also invents a somatic experience for
this fictional prehistoric community that inverts the elongated spines,
elevated postures and external rotation of his own technical training in
classical ballet. Simultaneously, however, his inversion of contemporary
norms points directly back to, and thus presents a critique of, those
norms: “The archaic Slavs that he presented in his ballet made an awk-
ward stand for self-determination. Turning inward suggested a different
set of social and psychological priorities, a different notion of the power
relationship between man and the universe” (Hodson Nijinsky’s Crime
against Grace xix). In Nijinsky’s movement, Millicent Hodson sees denial
of authority invested in modern civilization.

The original libretto had been developed collaboratively by composer
Igor Stravinsky and painter Nikolay Roerich, who was also an accom-
plished, self-taught archeologist and key figure in archeological research
and artistic reimaginings of ancient visual and cultural motifs popular
among early twentieth-century Russian intelligentsia (Bowlt 69, 167).
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Subtitling their work “Pictures of Pagan Russia,” the pair worked out the
libretto while on retreat in 1911 at the Talashkino artist colony, estab-
lished by Princess Mariia Tenisheva, where they sought inspiration from
her Museum of Russian Antiquities in Smolensk. Roerich’s sets and cos-
tumes indulge a nationalist agenda in line with contemporary fashion to
establish ancient antecedents for contemporary Russian culture by creat-
ing a “historical fantasy” in which he intentionally conflates prehistoric
shamanic and pagan images with protoslavic elements, costuming this
anachronistic blend in Russian peasant dress still extant in 1913 (Misler
75–78).3 In his score and particularly in his orchestration of complex
rhythms, Stravinsky also showed himself very much “a child of his time”
by reaching back to “the primitive” for a new artistic impulse (Scheijen
264, Misler 75).4 In 1912, Stravinsky wrote about this collaboration to a
Russian newspaper editor, emphasizing Roerich’s ethnographic expertise
and its importance to the project: “because who else could help, who else
knows the secret of our ancestors’ close feeling for the earth?” (Stravin-
sky, quoted in Garafola 64). These three collaborating artists, Nijinsky,
Roerich, and Stravinsky, share an interest in returning to a past—historic,
prehistoric, and imagined—for gaining insight into their complex
present.

In 1913, Rudolf Laban, another founder of modern dance, was teach-
ing and conducting his own movement research on Monte Verità, in
Ascona, Switzerland. He was engaged in a utopian experiment in com-
munal living, indulging the primitivist yearnings for nature, community,
physical vitality, and free sexual expression of his artistic and intellectual
community. There he also founded his own rite. His Asconan experi-
ments in participatory ritual and collective creative process became Bewe-
gungschor (movement choir), a group movement form that enjoyed spec-
tacular popular success throughout Germany until abruptly halted by the
Second World War. Laban and his collaborators staged the first move-
ment choir in Ascona in 1917—a twelve-hour ritual called Festival of the
Sun. With esoteric spiritual leanings that included Rosicrucianism and
Eastern spirituality, Laban was an artist researcher developing a somatic
praxis:

Today, a new conscious unfolding of awareness has opened up con-
crete ways [of contacting and experiencing the essential nature of
space]—(which will surely also re-awaken our instinctive power). (La-
ban, Ullmann and Archives 19)

Laban’s lifelong commitment to embodying the sacred geometry of space
formed the basis of Laban Movement Analysis, a somatic movement
practice that continues to be developed today, over half a century after
his death.

These themes of ritual, community, nature, spiritual esoterica, and a
desire to reintegrate pre-industrial mores and “[the knowledge that still
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slumbers] in our primordial memories” (Laban, Ullmann and Archives
19) link Laban with The Rite’s collaborators more than just chronological-
ly. While these artists inhabited different social milieux, they nevertheless
circulated similar ideas and rode similar European cultural currents.
They were each visionaries in their shared field of artistic expression.
James Davidson of London’s Daily Telegraph remarks, “Laban is move-
ment’s greatest map-maker . . . Hodgson compares him to Stravinsky,
Picasso, and Stanislavsky, and it wouldn’t surprise me if he turned out to
be more significant than all of these” (Davidson).

There is another connection that can be traced through Laban’s somat-
ic lineage to Marie Chouinard’s re-imagining of Le Sacre du Printemps5 in
1993. In the course of her studies in dance and occupational therapy at
Ohio State University, a young Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen was inspired by
the work of Rudolf Laban and told her professor, “I want to study with
this man.” Unfortunately the year was 1960 and her professor informed
her that Laban had died two years previously, but that she could study
with his protégé Irmgard Bartenieff (Cohen, “Perspective on Laban”).

Bartenieff was a senior member of the Dance Notation Bureau in New
York City and had just started training her colleagues there in Laban
Movement Analysis. This professional training venue for Laban’s work
later became an independent institute that now bears her name as well as
his, The Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies. A dancer, physi-
cal therapist, and graduate of Laban’s teacher training in Berlin, Barte-
nieff had escaped Germany and the Second World War to New York City
and introduced Laban’s system of movement analysis to several genera-
tions of dancers in that fertile and vibrant dance community. Along the
way she developed a body-based articulation of Laban’s work known as
Bartenieff FundamentalsSM and was instrumental in founding the field of
dance movement therapy. Cohen studied with Bartenieff and other
teachers trained by Bartenieff, and later went on to found her own inno-
vative somatic practice, Body-Mind Centering® (BMC), which she con-
tinues to develop to this day.

One current in BMC is embryology, specifically the notion that the
experience of movement precedes all other senses.

Our first sensory awareness is movement. The movement of the breath,
the movement of fluid, and the creation of our own body. (Cohen,
Embryological Foundations of Movement, 0:06)

Even as we drift down the fallopian tubes and implant into the uterine
wall, BMC teaches, we are sensing movement, sensing space, sensing
movement through space. Both the sailing and the implanting are move-
ments that create our form, movements which we retain in our memory
and to which we have access as fully-formed adults. BMC practitioners
train in cellular listening, an ability to tune in to movement and sensation
on a cellular level.
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I trace this lineage from Laban through Bartenieff to Cohen and her
somatic practice of embodying embryology and deep cellular listening
not only because it overlaps intriguingly with the inception and past
hundred years of Rites of Spring, but because it provides vocabulary with
which to describe an important feature of Marie Chouinard’s particular
reinvention of the Rite—its roots in somatic praxis. Chouinard states,

My source has always been the body itself, and especially the silence
and the breath which make up the “invisible” stuff of life. (Chouinard,
“A FewWords”)

This inquiry into the invisible stuff of life, enmeshed as it is with research
into and of the body, is one of many ways to define somatic inquiry. A
somatic practice is a reflective process of physical engagement that is at
once physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual, or which cycles seamless-
ly between these modes. Somatic praxis is an intentional practice of body-
mind integration. Embodied practices are “somatic” so long as they en-
gender self-reflection, self-perception, and self-awareness through physi-
cal engagement; they “enhance one’s understanding and awareness of
what it means to be fully alive inside a human body” (Allison 244). Fo-
cusing on the contributions of Rudolf Laban, Martha Eddy traces the
development of somatic movement practices from their shared historical
roots in the birth of modern dance at the turn of the twentieth century
and in the early development of somatic theories and practices. Eddy’s
history continues with the first generation of somatic movement pioneers
such as Irmgard Bartenieff and then “new generations of somatic lead-
ers,” such as Cohen (Eddy 10–17).6

The research in this essay involves close reading of somatic praxis
deployed in Marie Chouinard’s Le Sacre du Printemps in order to under-
stand how “going back” to the elemental teaches us about the complexity
of somatic experience. This essay asks how Chouinard’s elemental ap-
proach, her research into silence, breath, and the invisible stuff of life, is
informed by or similar to the primitivist leanings of her predecessors. My
source material includes interviews with Chouinard’s dancers, and ob-
servation of Sacre rehearsals in September and October 2012. My interpre-
tive lens includes multiple decades of training and professional experi-
ence as a dancer, improviser, choreographer, and Certified Movement
Analyst7 with additional training in all the somatic movement practices
discussed in this article.

With an eclectic combination of movement training in yoga, Balinese
dance, ballet, modern dance, and swimming, Chouinard is known for her
unique physicality and movement vocabulary that escape identification
with any particular style or technique. In order to describe her work,
dance scholar Kate Cornell mobilizes critic and curator Chantal Pontbri-
and’s term “expanded dance” after Gene Youngblood’s 1970 term “ex-
panded cinema.”
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When we say expanded cinema we actually mean expanded conscious-
ness . . . Expanded cinema isn’t a movie at all: like life it’s a process of
becoming, man’s ongoing historical drive to manifest his consciousness
outside of himself, in front of his eyes. (Youngblood, quoted in Pontbri-
and 289)

Pontbriand revitalizes this extrageneric process of becoming to describe
international trends in late twentieth-century dancemaking that similarly
“push the boundaries” of genre and of consciousness. No longer reduced
to representational signs, characters, emotions, or attitudes, the dancing
body moves beyond illustrating meaning conferred by some organizing
narrative. Rather, dance “functions like a laboratory of creation and
thought” (Pontbriand 294), in which “[audience members] feel the advent
of thought in their very bodies” (295). As an audience member, any new
sensation I experience while watching others move suggests such an ad-
vent of thought. Chouinard’s work communicates viscerally in this way.
In her work, “dance becomes a tool for developing consciousness” (298).
This advent of thought as sensation and sensation as thought in the body
is a form of visceral communication from performer to audience and back
in which both parties experience a potential expanding of consciousness.

The body shapes Chouinard uses in her laboratory of creation are
often contorted and awkward, with face, eyes and vocal sounding inte-
gral to the movement.8 In her Sacre (1993), dancers flare their nostrils,
snort, grimace, and glare through eyes that alternately bulge out and
narrow menacingly. Bodies writhe and contort in awkward twists at rak-
ish angles. Creation and performance of the work demand full-body en-
gagement, such that every cell of the body is committed to the expres-
sion. At any given moment, dancers are actively concentrating their men-
tal faculties on the particular imagery that helps bring the body into the
psycho-emotional state choreographed into that moment. Because the
transfer of movement content from performer to audience is both visual
and instantly visceral, the viewer cannot help but feel some kinesthetic
response in their own tissues—perhaps an empathetic or matching set of
bodily tensions, perhaps a reaction against or protection from what they
are seeing. Experience of one’s own bodily tensions triggers memory
both real and invented, thus the viewer may invent images completely
different from those of the performer (see Bryan). Or the viewer may stay
with the physical experience without leaping to image or without qual-
ifying the experience at all. In any case, the movement content is primary
and the viewer feels it instantly.9

Given Chouinard’s penchant for unconventional bodily practice, it
can be surprising to realize just how skilled in traditionally codified
forms her dancers are, specifically in classical ballet. About half of her
company members have professional experience performing in classical
ballet companies and she actively encourages all of them to continue
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deepening their ballet training. While Chouinard’s movement choices
deviate sharply from classical ballet vocabulary, the work requires that
performers have the sort of strength, stamina, extension, mobility of the
spine and global joints, extended balances, vertical throughness, and de-
tailed articulation that are mainstays of ballet training. There are other
physical practices that hone these skills and her dancers participate in a
broad range of them, from gym memberships to yoga, from circus train-
ing to hip hop and martial arts. While Chouinard encourages classical
ballet, she often balances that form-based approach with somatic ap-
proaches that train for deep listening, cellular awareness, and creativity.
Longtime company member Carol Prieur speaks of training in “waves”
as she cycles between various practices and training modalities.

Seven-year veteran of the company Dorotea Saykaly shared with me
her elation at having just “gotten back her ballet body” by taking daily
ballet classes during a company break between seasons. Saykaly values
the strength, precision and control that she associates with that form. As
much as she appreciates the particular benefits of ballet training, she
balances that training with Continuum Movement, a somatic movement
practice developed by Emilie Conrad. “[Continuum] helps me heal my
tissues. It’s restorative after a hard day...It’s really good for fascia release”
(Saykaly).10 Continuum’s focus on cellular health and plasticity provide a
critical counterpoint to Saykaly’s classical training. Continuum nurtures
a fluid connectivity that serves Chouinard’s movement aesthetic. Compa-
ny member Leon Kupferschmid says, “[Marie] really likes the classical
line, but she doesn’t want it to look too technical and she wants it all
connected in a way that you don’t get from [classical ballet] technique, so
you have to get that from somewhere else like Continuum” (Kupfersch-
mid). There is a fluid, whole-body connectivity that these dancers achieve
more readily by focusing on flow on the cellular and organ level in Con-
tinuum practice, rather than on the level of muscle and bone in ballet
class.

“I find that if I do too much classical I get too stiff” (Kupferschmid).
Strength and flexibility are not necessarily mutually exclusive attributes;
however, trained dancers commonly experience an uneasy opposition
between them. Rote repetition of any exercise can contribute to tonic
imbalance in which excess muscle tension limits flow and range of mo-
tion leading to physical stiffness. Potentially more confounding, howev-
er, when one’s physical practice involves rote repetition, is the threat of
psycho-emotional stiffness and intellectual distance from bodily experi-
ence. How do the dancers keep their thinking, sensing and feeling turned
on while indulging in a praxis that exercises the physical without simul-
taneously engaging the emotional and imaginational?

The trick in technique classes is to nurture engaged somatic inquiry
and kinesthetic intelligence as part and parcel of training physicality,
rather than succumbing to the rote repetition of a drill sergeant who
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might shout down one’s internal sensing. The risk is that one can fall out
of the habit of somatic engagement as easily as one can forget to stretch,
breathe, or blink while working at the computer. We forget to notice our
bodies; we get out of the habit of checking in with ourselves and assess-
ing our own comfort. Similarly, professional dancers can get so engaged
in a role, character or emotion on stage that they push beyond their limits
and injure themselves. Challenging one’s physical limits in technique
class or rehearsal without careful listening to the body’s micro-responses
can also cause injury. Chouinard dancers actively train for increasing
refinement of somatic awareness, not only for protection from injury, but
because the choreography depends upon it. Virtuosity in Compagnie Ma-
rie Chouinard requires not only physical virtuosity, but also intellectual,
inquisitive and somatic virtuosity—a virtuosity of play.

Chouinard dancers describe accessing “a deep level of intelligence
within themselves” (Eden-Towle, Prieur, and Shulman), and Chouinard’s
work, particularly her Sacre, cultivates a sensitivity and ongoing creativ-
ity that helps them to be “human inside of their dancing” (Eden-Towle,
Prieur and Shulman). How can one train for sensitivity or for being sen-
tient? Can we explore the raw beginnings of sentience—its elements, its
incipience? Kupferschmid expressed frustration that his training at The
Julliard School had ill prepared him for work with Compagnie Marie
Chouinard. He had of course received excellent physical training from
New York’s premier performing arts conservatory, molding himself into
what Susan Leigh Foster has called “the hired body” (Foster, “Dancing
Bodies” 253–257),11 but was not prepared for the emotional and creative
engagement that Chouinard choreographs into her movement. He
learned quickly that successfully interpreting this work requires much
more than learning the correct steps and making prescribed shapes.

Chouinard’s written materials refer to company members as
interprètes (interpreters)12 rather than danseurs (dancers). This under-
scores the ongoing intellectual process of choice making inherent in the
practice of her work. The dancers are not simply accurately repeating
steps but are reanimating the work in every moment with countless ac-
tive choices of movement and timing, much as a language interpreter
makes choices among words and intonation in order to convey another’s
intention as efficiently and respectfully as possible. My reference to
foreign language interpretation seeks not to create a false parallel be-
tween the work of movement and the work of verbal language, but rather
to underscore the choice making that is part and parcel of reliving and
reanimating Chouinard’s choreography in performance. These dancers
engage in a process of creating in every moment, and they actively train
for the hyperawareness and sensitivity required for this task.

In addition to their salary, dancers receive individual stipends for
physical training. They use this stipend to pay for daily dance class, or
whatever movement practice each dancer might choose to support his or
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her own physical praxis. The company also organizes workshops and
classes in a range of movement forms that cultivate somatic engagement
and thus serve Chouinard’s choreographic project. Recent trainings have
included Body-Mind Centering® (BMC®), Continuum Movement, and
Action Theater Improvisation, three somatic practices featured in Nancy
Allison’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of Body-Mind Disciplines because they
train the practitioner in self-reflection, self-perception, and self-aware-
ness. While Cohen offers the most direct connection to Laban’s drawing
on preindustrial movement practices to explore the rich complexity of
somatic experience, there is a wide range of practice that has developed
from his work. The following brief studies each take a particular ap-
proach to the movement cultivated and released by somatic focus and
offer a detailed background to Chouinard’s choices as a choreographer.

BMC, developed by Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, is “an integrated and
embodied approach to movement, the body and consciousness” (Cohen,
“About BMC”). Practitioners explore anatomical, physiological, psycho-
physical, and developmental principles experientially through move-
ment, touch, and imagery. They learn to distinguish and embody subtle
rhythms and changes in each of the body systems, such as lymphatic,
skeletal, or vascular systems. For example, a practitioner might tune into
the subtle growing and shrinking of a particular organ such as the liver or
into the flow of cerebral spinal fluid, perhaps to help calm inflammation
or to encourage more efficient functioning, or perhaps as a creative
source of movement for the entire body. This deep level of listening often
requires slowing and quieting the body in order to open the awareness
and hone in on movement detail more subtle than most people could
even imagine sensing.

Originally created by Emilie Conrad, Continuum Movement is a form
of meditation in which practitioners repeat a series of specific breath
sounds in combination with simple and usually slow movement, while
attending to their effect on the cells and on psycho-emotional states. Each
of dozens of vocal sounds has a different effect on bodily tissues. Periods
of opening, tonifying, and liquefying the tissues with specific sound,
breath, and movement alternate with periods of “open attention” in
which practitioners listen to the body’s responses. These responses are
often rich periods of movement exploration that may be alive with crea-
tive imagery and offer physical or emotional therapeutic benefit. Practi-
tioners are bathing their cells with vibration and movement and attend-
ing to resulting shifts as they happen. Compagnie Marie Chouinard hosts
workshops and warm-up classes for the dancers by celebrated teacher of
BMC and ContinuumMovement Linda Rabin. Some of the dancers study
with her privately, as well.

Action Theater Improvisation, developed by Ruth Zaporah, cultivates
improvisation as meditation and meditation as improvisation. Practition-
ers develop their facility with movement, vocalization, and speech as
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three equally potent modes of expression. Originally trained as a dancer,
Zaporah first developed her approach to the body while teaching move-
ment classes to actors who wanted to increase their capacity for physical
expression. Action Theater practice cultivates ongoing awareness of
internal states and the ability to access any state as it arises using any of
the three basic avenues or their combination. Practitioners seek to quiet
the “conceptual mind, the one that names and makes up stories about
everything” (Zaporah 19) in order to increase access to sensation. “Before
we clamp down and [name our sensations], we hang in midair for just a
moment, open to the unnamed, unidentified, unspoken experiencing. We
let the body have its way, and through our senses, we remain open and
available to an unexplained fresh occasion” (19). Watching a performer
skilled in Action Theater is like having immediate visceral access to that
person’s every flicker of thought and perception. It can be humbling and
inspiring to bear witness to such transparency of presence.

In addition to the three somatic practices above, company rehearsal
director and former company member Ami Shulman is certified in The
Feldenkrais Method® and brings this language of kinesthetic and propri-
oceptive self-awareness to her directing. Feldenkrais is a form of somatic
education in which participants learn efficient movement pathways
through a practice of guided experimentation called Awareness Through
Movement. There is a companion hands-on practice called Functional
Integration, in which certified practitioners use their hands to give their
clients an experience of ease and efficiency that the body then seeks to
repeat on its own, often resulting in more fluid movement and pain relief.
Chouinard’s dancers appreciate the physical detail they receive from
Shulman, because much of the information they get from Chouinard her-
self has to do with intention or imagery, such as “explore the life force
that undulates through the spine” (Shulman, “Personal Interview”), rath-
er than specific detail on movement initiation or follow-through. They
report feeling grateful for Shulman’s multi-layered calculus of informa-
tion that allows them to cross reference the choreographer’s description
of her vision with movement detail provided by one of the work’s past
interpreters.

These four practices share an integration of body and psycho-emo-
tional state. They approach the bodymind as an expressive whole that
finds dynamic inspiration and ease through imagery. Rudolf Laban
spoke of a dynamic interplay between function and expression. These
practices each activate the body’s functional and expressive faculties and
they all emphasize personal experimentation or improvising with move-
ment ideas rather than rote repetition of exercises. This sort of individual
movement research trains the practitioner in deep listening on cellular,
muscular, skeletal, emotional, and intellectual levels, as well as on the
level of image. The tiniest shift of my elbow can alter the way I feel and
the pictures I see in my mind’s eye. The performers’ skills in attending,
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perceiving, improvising, and imagining all serve the functional and ex-
pressive exigencies of Chouinard’s choreography. Laban and an entire
century of somatic pioneers source the body for knowledge and insight
into their contemporary moment. Chouinard’s inquiry into “silence and
breath” builds on this somatic heritage for her own contemporary mo-
ment.

One key aspect of Chouinard’s Sacre is that much of the movement is
improvised within specific parameters she calls “choreographic sys-
tems.” These systems articulate specific movement and conceptual
frameworks within which the dancers explore psycho-physical states, im-
pulses, and desires that emerge moment to moment. For example, in a
section the dancers call the marche d’écoute (the “listening walk”), the
dancers are imagining their hands as organs for listening to the space
around them, or as holding a ball of fire, or as claws—claws which cycle
through the sagittal plane and occasionally twist the upper body open to
the side in a momentary pause with elbows and wrists bent like an Egyp-
tian frieze reminiscent of Nijinsky’s two-dimensional movement in his
Afternoon of a Fawn (1912). Meanwhile the pelvis swings forward and
back in an ecstatic exploration of life force that undulates through the
spine and head, sometimes with microscopic detail and sometimes arch-
ing or curling to extremes that then reverse with an explosive jump or
dive into a deep lunge. This exploration travels forward through space
with quick darting flicks of the feet that swing the legs forward and back
with flexed feet and then balance on forced arches. This movement and
its timing depend on each dancer’s internally imagined landscape togeth-
er with the constantly shifting rhythms of the other dancers on stage,
who are similarly completely emotionally invested in their own embod-
ied imaginations. Each performance of this section will be different be-
cause of how the dancers inspire themselves and one another. Shulman
emphasizes that while the movement may appear to be driven by body
shape or spatial landmarks, such as a twisted Egyptian frieze or a deep
lunge only inches off the floor, such shapes are only byproducts of the
constraints of a particular choreographic system. It is clarity of intention
within these choreographic constraints that produces the shapes. In the
case of this system, the primary intention is to explore the life force that
undulates through the spine.

The game for the dancer is to play within Chouinard’s choreographic
system while honoring set cues that punctuate the choreography and tie
it to the musical score. Chouinard’s dancers are highly skilled listeners
and researchers. They perceive Chouinard’s choreographic systems for
exploration as supremely liberatory and creative. “Her work provides a
huge freedom for the performer. It’s a beautiful responsibility, an oppor-
tunity to allow the movement to engage both the audience and yourself
as a dancer” (Shulman, “Phone Interview”). In discussing Sacre, former
company member Mark Eden-Towle became emotional as he articulated
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his experience of dancing the work and realized that since leaving Com-
pagnie Chouinard to pursue other projects he hadn’t had access to the
particular depth and richness of experience that he had experienced
when performing Sacre. He was no longer with the company and thus
Sacre, and its particular avenue for “experiencing profound freedom,”
were no longer part of his practice (Eden-Towle, Prieur and Shulman). At
the time of our conversation he hadn’t yet brought himself to attend
Chouinard’s Sacre as an audience member, because he didn’t want to
disturb his fond memories of the work as a performer.

Ami Shulman, Carole Prieur, and Mark Eden-Towle all agreed that
Sacre is the most important work they have ever performed. They also
agree that this work is key to understanding the rest of Chouinard’s work
because its choreographic systems introduce a new dancer to her basic
vocabulary, and because the awareness of the space and the other danc-
ers is paramount. Eden-Towle highlights the importance of listening and
awareness in this work: “I always felt like if you can get the prelude [to the
Sacre] down and really understand it, you can apply it to all of the work,
not just the Sacre but all of them, because I think the preludewas really the
beginning point of the Sacre. It’s just such basic movement—you’re just
crawling on the floor . . . It’s a listening to the space and an awareness of
everybody in the space” (Eden-Towle, Prieur and Shulman). Chouinard’s
“expanded dance” movement vocabulary is based on somatic sensory
attentiveness of both self and other on a deep cellular level.

What makes Cohen’s work particularly significant for Chouinard’s
choreography is her pioneering work in sensing movement on the cellu-
lar level and her introduction of embryology as a somatic experience with
the presentient. Chouinard’s choreographic systems make similar use of
such deep listening skills. The dancers achieve such a deep awareness of
their internal workings that they seem to be discovering sensation for the
first time, incipient sentience, a bouncing back and forth between sensing
and the void before we could feel. We encounter Chouinard’s dancers’
“conscious unfolding of awareness” from their first entrance during the
prelude with which Chouinard prepends her Sacre. The dancers enter one
by one, crawling on all fours like felines on the prowl. Strangely, this
prowl is not externally oriented like cats hunting prey. Rather, each of
these creatures seems consumed by the very sensation of prowling, often
stopping mid-step or mid-reach in order to experience and fully breathe
into that particular prowling moment. The stage fills with prowling self-
absorption as if these cats were fine-tuning their prowling technique for
the pure pleasure of prowling as a mode of being. How deeply are they
listening? They seem to be sensing their very cells participating in each
prowling shift of weight.

Watching these prowling bodies, I become aware of tensions in my
own body as I attune to the bodily rhythms I see on stage. I see their
bodies recoil and I feel my own body flinch. I see them reach tentatively
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[3f1] Figure 3.1. “Spiraling Heart” by Karen Zehtmayer Source: Reprinted by
permission of Karen Zehtmayer.

[3.40]

[3.42]

forward and I feel myself holding my breath. Wait a minute. Who’s actu-
ally prowling here? I feel myself also becoming absorbed in prowling as a
mode of being. Their hyper-awareness and hyper-attentiveness pull me
in so that I too become aware of minute shifts in weight and timing,
details of prowling that I’ve never noticed before.

On her company website, Chouinard describes her point of departure
for Sacre as “the very moment after the instant life first appeared”
(Chouinard, “The Rite of Spring [Artist Statement]”). Thus I return to Ru-
dolf Laban, Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, and their notion that movement
creates form even at the very conception of our lives, from our cellular
development, our embryology, and onward. The flow of moving water
cuts deep crevasses into rocks, the flow of wind carves hollows into can-
yon walls, and the spiraling flow of blood shapes the vessels that contain
it and causes the very pumping of the heart. Blood spirals through our
embryonic heart causing that simple tube to twist back upon itself, creat-
ing our fully formed mammalian heart’s complex helical form (Craig).

We are in an ongoing project of creating ourselves according to how
we move. Long after the process of conception is complete, long after our
growing torso has wrapped itself around our heart (between weeks five
and six of pregnancy), and our fully developed limbs have helped propel
us through the birth canal, we are still growing, changing, and forming
our bodies around the movement that we do. Misalignment of the feet
and legs can result in bone spurs and bunions; a vigorous walk in the
sunshine can inspire a warm smile. The choices we make in each moment
inform who we have become in the next.
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We are also becoming according to Chouinard in a way that resonates
with Miho Iwakuma’s discussion of the body in Merleau-Ponty, where
“…without the body, there would not be time or space—the body sets its
own position in history and gives an identity, ‘who I am.’” (Iwakuma 84).
As Chouinard’s Sacre winds toward its close, the oddly tense and awk-
ward creatures spread out in a line upstage facing offstage left. They
slowly and deliberately turn their heads toward the audience with nar-
rowed eyes, as if to make sure they have our attention, as if daring us to
blink. Then in a single instant, all the strange otherworldly tensions of the
previous fifty minutes evaporate and the dancers stride downstage to-
ward us, suddenly transformed into “normal” people walking as any of
us might walk. We have arrived into our everyday bodies and habits. We
have integrated the elemental into the quotidian. The dancers’ transfor-
mations are our transformations. Their journey is our journey. They have
waged this battle on our behalf. I feel now more fully sentient, more
range in what is possible for me to perceive, aware of a wider range of
my own sensibilities. Simultaneously I feel grateful that I don’t have to
track all these struggles in my every waking and walking moment. I am
also grateful for their potential, grateful for this new knowledge of my
own potential.

We have evolved. Or have we? Perhaps the tensions and traumas of
the Rite are with us all the time. Indeed, our cells are constantly dividing,
traveling through our fluids, taking in nutrients, and shedding waste. In
every moment there is actual cellular movement that contributes to our
staying alive, to our becoming who we are in the next moment. These
bodies striding toward us in their fully evolved, quotidian normalcy con-
tain within them the full spectrum of struggles and extreme emotional
states that are part and parcel of who/what is present now before us. We
are reminded of our own moment-to-moment struggles and the extremes
of emotion that we contain within our tissues. We know that one of the
basic facts of being alive is that these extremes could come bubbling to
the surface at any moment. Is this why we work so hard to ignore that
woman on the bus wringing her hands and screaming profanities? Is this
why we find Tourette Syndrome simultaneously disturbing and compel-
ling? We pretend that the extremes of our personal dramas and daily
struggles can be kept hidden under the veneer of the pleasant facial ex-
pressions that we present to the world, but such eruptions remind us that
this is not always the case. Chouinard’s ritual reminds us that the work
we do to keep our inner lives private is yet another aspect of our ongoing
struggle as people sensing and responding to the world we live in. Rec-
onciling our inner and outer lives is an ongoing project.

In their reaching back in time for artistic inspiration, The Ballets
Russes collaborators created a somatic rupture with their present, a rup-
ture so drastic that the police were called to keep order at the premiere
and the work was seen in its original form only a few times. That legen-
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dary rupture is credited with not only ushering in modernity in both
music and dance, but also presaging the mass brutality of the First World
War. And the work’s disappearance was so enigmatic that it has inspired
hundreds of reimaginings over the past century. During that same year
of 1913, Rudolf Laban’s reaching back for artistic inspiration was simulta-
neously a reaching back in time and into the body and bodily awareness.
His research into the many possibilities of movement function and ex-
pression ushered in a wave of somatic exploration that has developed
over the twentieth century into a field of diverse somatic practices.13
When Marie Chouinard undertook her recreation of this iconic work, she
was reaching back eighty years to fill a gap that itself had been reaching
back to fill a gap. We cannot interview ancient peoples about their rituals,
but we can imagine them from the traces they left. What binds Chouinard
to her predecessors is a trust in somatic practice as a means to rediscover
such rituals and traces for our own complex present moment.

Chouinard’s somatic inquiry into the gap left by Nijinsky’s missing
choreography reaches back further than prehistory to a trust in the so-
matic complexity of the presentient, to the moment when life first began
sensing itself and the world around it. Jacques Rivière’s 1913 review of
Nijinisky’s ballet reads as if he had seen Chouinard’s version eighty years
later: “This is a biological ballet. It is not only the dance of the most
primitive man; it is also the dance before man...One would think he is
witnessing a drama beneath a microscope...the division of birth, scis-
sions, and reunions of turbulent matter in its very substance...all the for-
tuitous vortices through which matter slowly lifts itself to life” (Rivière).
99 years later Ami Shulman’s description of Chouinard’s version is re-
markably similar: “There’s no sacrifice of a girl. It’s more like a petri dish
with pulsations of life. You don’t know how it’s going to be; you cannot
predict the outcome of this life growing in the petri dish. It’s like you are
looking in Marie’s microscope of things, seeing how molecules become
something else” (Shulman, “Phone Interview”). We don’t know how
minerals became animated, but we can imagine it. Chouinard’s reaching
back, as that of The Ballets Russes and of Laban, is a somatic reaching
into the body. Somatic praxis provides access to deep bodily awareness
of the experience of becoming. It provides Chouinard a means to create
her work, and her dancers a means to share this experience with their
audiences.

NOTES

1. Nijinsky’s choreography was performed only eight times in 1913 (five in Paris;
three in London) and then lost. Ballets Russes director Sergei Diaghilev, while initially
elated that the work’s succ ès de scandale would increase prestige for both choreogra-
pher and company, soon caved to theaters that refused to present the work out of fear
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for their box office receipts (Bronislava Nijinska, quoted in Scheijen 275). A personal
break between the choreographer and director later that year made repeat perfor-
mances even less likely and Nijinsky’s schizophrenia, which developed several years
later, consigned the original choreography to oblivion. In 1920, Diaghilev asked
choreographer Leonid Massine to restage the piece resulting in movement that was
more abstract and less intimately connected to the music (Scheijen 361-2). In the 1980s,
dance historian Millicent Hodson joined forces with art historian and Roerich expert
Kenneth Archer and the Joffrey Ballet to reconstruct the original choreography from
interviews, drawings, and rehearsal notes, premiering their version in 1987. This re-
construction is still in the Joffrey repertory and has been commissioned by numerous
other dance companies since that time. By 1988, seventy-five years after its premiere,
the missing choreography had inspired over one hundred reinventions by artists
working in a range of choreographic styles, many of whom completely revise the
libretto. By 2008, the online database Stravinsky the Global Dancer: A Chronology of
Choreography to the Music of Igor Stravinsky had catalogued over two hundred different
choreographies each seeking to fill the gap left by Nijinsky’s missing work (see Jordan
and Nicholas). These reinventions have increased in number since the Hodson/Joffrey
reconstruction such that creating one’s own Rite of Spring has become a rite of passage
for choreographers. The proliferation of reinventions contributes to the enigma of the
missing cultural icon such that many people have a clear sense of the work without
ever having seen a single version in person.

2. The Ballets Russes’ turn to prehistorical pagan ritual is well documented
throughout the literature on The Rite of Spring. See Bowlt, Scheijen, Garafola, Taruskin,
Misler, and Hodson.

3. Roerich was a known expert on the symbols and rituals of pre-religious and
shamanic ancient Russia and this imagery permeates much of his artistic work. Nijink-
sy wrote enthusiastically to his sister, the intended soloist for The Rite of Spring, about
inspiration he drew from Roerich’s artwork as he was choreographing the work: “Roe-
rich’s art inspires me as much as does Stravinsky’s powerful music . . . In Sacre I want
to emulate this spirit of the prehistoric Slavs” (Garafola 67).

4. Much has been written about Stravinsky’s sources in folk melody and pre-
Christian ritual chant. These ritual chants had group movement associated with them
that became choreographic sources for Nijinsky, as well. See especially Taruskin (1982)
and Hodson (1986-7, 1996, 2001).

5. Chouinard is Québécoise, thus I use the French translation of the title when
referring to her version of The Rite of Spring.

6. See also Allison, p. xxx, 200, and 244.
7. This professional certification in Laban Movement Analysis and Bartenieff Fun-

damentals is conferred by the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies.
8. For photos and video of this and other work by Marie Chouinard, please go to

www.mariechouinard.com.
9. The past two decades have seen an increasing interest and growing body of

knowledge on kinesthetic empathy from a variety of perspectives, including dance
studies, phenomenology, and cognitive neuroscience. The discovery of so-called mir-
ror neurons in the early 1990s helped stimulate this inquiry. See, for instance, Hagen-
doorn (2004), Foster (2008), Jola et al. (2012), Reynolds and Reason (2010 and 2012).
The phrase “kinesthetic empathy” is controversial and has been criticized as falsely
universalist. Interestingly, even its detractors often persist in their research of the
phenomenon.
10. Fascia is connective tissue that envelops each muscle, bone and organ, and

weaves through the whole body. Fascia release in one part can help the entire body
connect and move more fluidly and easily. Practices that encourage fascia release and
connectivity often provide a sense of whole-body connectedness and movement fluid-
ity. See article by Dumit and O’Connor in this volume.
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11. Foster critiques the tendency she sees in late 1980s and early 1990s concert
dance to value the hired body for its highly refined “neutral” physicality that excels in
visual display rather than empathy or expressivity.
12. The Greek word hermaneus, or “interpreter,” is the root of “hermeneutics” or a

method of inquiry that acknowledges that each interpretation closes off some possibil-
ities while opening others. This ongoing opportunity to open and close off choices is
what makes Chouinard’s work feel so “alive” to her interpreters and to their viewers,
the receivers of this movement content, those feeling “the advent of thought” in their
own bodies.
13. Martha Eddy likens the field of somatics to “a field of wildflowers” (Eddy 6).
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